In the contexture of a customer-driven goods or service design process, a well-timed update of customer's requirements may not only serve as a necessity indicator to observe how things change over time, but also it incorporates the firms a better ground to interoperate different strategies to meet the future needs of its customer. This paper proposes a systematic methodology to deal with the customer needs' dynamics, in terms of their relative weights, in the QFD. Compared with previous research, the contribution of this paper is fourfold. First, it applies some linguistic variables to get preferences of customers and experts to determine the relative importance of customer requirements (CRs) and the relationships between customer requirements and engineering characteristics (ECs). Second, it proposes the implementation of a forecasting technique. Third, it describes more comprehensively on how future uncertainty in the weights of customer's needs could be estimated and transmitted into the design attributes. Fourth, it proposes the implementation of a quantitative approach, which takes into account the decision maker's attitude towards risk to optimize the QFD decision making analysis. Finally, a real-world application of QFD is provided to demonstrate the practical applicability of the proposed methodology.
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Introduction
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) has been widely recognized as an essential tools in customerdriven products or services development (Akao, 1990; Prasad, 1998; Ho et al., 1999; Han et al., 2004; Wang & Xiong, 2011; Raharjo et al., 2011) . QFD has been widely implemented in different areas of engineering. The most important strength of QFD is its concentration on customer's needs and the coherent translation of their needs into each phase of the product development process. QFD has a knowledge-intensive activity in its process, while available information in early stage of new product design are often limited and inaccurate (Raharjo et al., 2011) . Therefore, it is too complicated for a decision-maker to determine the necessary description in exact numerical values and it is better to provide the necessary customer's preferences by means of linguistic variables rather than numerical ones. In fact, linguistic terms have been recognized to be more popular in expressing the decision makers' assessments with vagueness and imprecision. With respect to the uncertainty involved, Kim and Kim (2009) recommended a very useful classification. They grouped the source of the uncertainty into four categories, namely, fuzziness, incompleteness, heterogeneity, and fluctuation. In real-world product development problems, the decision makers may face with various cultural and educational backgrounds with different understanding levels of the developing product. Thus, the decision-makers usually provide their preference information using linguistic terms of from linguistic label sets with various granularities (Herrera et al., 2000; Zhang & Chu, 2009; Kuo et al., 2009 ). Zhang and Chu (2009) presented a fuzzy GDM method by incorporating two optimization techniques to aggregate multi-format and multi-granularity linguistic judgments in QFD. Recently, Wang and Xiong (2011) proposed a complete linguistic-based QFD technique, which could enhance the tolerance capability of the calculation results. However, in this study, all the decisionmakers involved in the construction of HOQ were handled equally. Furthermore, due to the estimation inaccuracies, lack of knowledge, and decision-makers' limited expertise associated with the problem domain, the linguistic preference information given by experts are expressed in terms of uncertain linguistic information.
In this study, we propose a direct and complete linguistic-based group decision making (GDM) approach (Bordogna et al., 1997; Liu, 2009 ) to aggregate these assessments, which is an extension of the method proposed by Wang and Xiong (2011) . We concentrate on dealing with the last type of uncertainty, that is, 'fluctuation' in the customer's needs over time. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the new methods for addressing uncertainty of customer's needs in QFD decision making analysis. This paper elaborates more extensively on how one may, in a more systematic fashion, predict the future uncertainty and eventually apply an optimization technique with respect to it (Raharjo & Brombacher, 2011) . The primary objective of this paper, in general, is to propose a novel systematic methodology to deal with the customer needs' dynamics in QFD (Bhattacharya et al., 1998; Köksal, & Eğı̇tman, 1998) . The term 'dynamics' here is interpreted as the change of customer needs' relative weights over time. Specifically, it will extend the existing research in four directions: First, it applies the linguistic variables to take into account the customers' preferences to detect the relative importance of customer requirements (CRs) and relationships between customer requirements and engineering characteristics (ECs). Second, it explains details of a forecasting technique. Third, it presents more comprehensively on how we can estimate future uncertainty in the weights of customer needs and transmit them into some design attributes. Fourth, it proposes the implementation of a quantitative approach, which takes into account the decision maker's attitude towards risk to optimize the QFD decision making analysis.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 1, we explain the relative importance of incorporating customer needs' dynamics in QFD. We then explain the notion of dynamic QFD (DQFD) in terms of its significance. Section 4 describes some basic concepts of linguistic variables and linguistic label sets. Section 5 describes how to estimate the uncertainty. Section 6 elaborates the proposed systematic methodology to handle the dynamic of customer needs along with their future uncertainty. An instance based on a real-world application of QFD is provided to show how the proposed methodology works in practice (Section 7). Section 8 discusses the issue of forecasting technique's selection and a possible implication of the methodology for development of innovative products. Finally, a summary of the main contribution and possible future works are provided in Section 9.
Customer needs' dynamics
QFD starts and ends with the customer and it always take some time to understand when the customer voice is collected until the time when the product is ready to be launched. The time-lag duration may vary from one product to another. For instance, if it takes one year time, then the question is whether the product, which is about to be launched may still meet the customer's needs since it is created based on the customer voice collected several months ago. The answer to this question is most likely negative in the context of today's rapidly changing market. The accuracy of information in the customer's needs, which is also referred to as the Voice of Customer (VOC) in the HoQ, plays essential role on the success of a QFD application (Cristiano et al., 2001) . In other words, for a QFD application to be successful, the dynamics of customer's needs or VOC during the product creation process should be taken into account. One way to tackle the change over time problem is to base the QFD analysis on the forecasted VOC, rather than the past VOC.
The DQFD model
This section describes the notion of dynamic QFD (DQFD) considered as an extension of the standard QFD (Cohen & Cohen, 1995; Kwong & Bai, 2003) since it takes into account the change over time. In this paper, the emphasis is placed on the need to deal with the dynamics in the relative weights of customer needs and the weights are commonly referred to as 'importance rating' in the House of Quality (HoQ). The term customer requirements (CRs) and engineering characteristics (ECs) is referred to customer attributes or requirements (Whats) and the design parameters or the technical attributes (Hows), respectively. The dynamic QFD (DQFD) technique extends the input data of the traditional QFD model (Cohen, 1995) by incorporating a set of VOC data, in terms of importance rating values, which are obtained in a certain time. Thus, it is a more generalized model of the traditional QFD. The basic dynamic QFD model for n CRs and s ECs is shown in Fig. 1 . A simple row normalization procedure as follows:
The priorities of the ECs in the DQFD model can be measured by taking the product of R and the forecasted importance rating (IR i, k+1 ) is as follows, , 1 1 .
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where μ is the mean of forecasted priority of ECj; IR , is the forecasted importance rating of CRi; k is the last period of observation or number of observations. Those ECs' priorities play essential role to the QFD practitioners because they determine all subsequent decisions and processes. One important idea in the DQFD is to not only include the forecasted point, but also the uncertainty measure (interval) of the forecast. In Fig. 1 , the future uncertainty of the forecasted importance rating is stated by the standard deviation of the forecasting residual (Sd ). These Sd values can be converted into the standard deviation of the forecasted priority of ECj based on the principle of variance addition as follows,
where σ is the standard deviation of forecasted priority of EC j and σ is the variance of the forecasting residual of IR i or the squared value of Sd . Note that such computation may slightly reduce the value of the transmitted variance due to the multiplication of normalized scores R . 
Linguistic label sets and linguistic variables
In many real-world QFD applications, customers or product developers usually provide their perception, judgment and evaluation with linguistic terms, which could be stated as uniform and symmetrically distributed. However, in group negotiation process, which is a typical process in the building of HOQ, the unbalanced linguistic information appears due to the nature of the linguistic variables implemented in many problems (Herrera et al., 2000) . Xu (2009) proved that for the same deadline of acceptable similarity, the group consensus degree achieved from the unbalanced linguistic label sets (ULLS) is relatively higher than that from the balanced linguistic label sets (BLLS). As a result, compared with the BLLS, the ULLS needs less interaction attempts in the process of group consensus reaching, and are more suitable to be applied in product development processes. Here, an unbalanced linguistic label set (ULLS) S(k) is defined as follows (Xu, 2009) :
where k is a positive integer and S For instance, to compute the relative importance of CRs, the relationship between CRs and ECs, and the correlation among ECs, a set of five linguistic labels S (3) could be ( Fig. 2 ): a set of seven linguistic labels S (4) could be ( Fig. 3) : and a set of nine linguistic labels S (5) could be ( is termed a virtual linguistic label. Generally, the virtual linguistic labels can only appear in calculations. Consider any two linguistic terms S ( ) , S ( ) ∈ S ( ) , and λ, λ , λ ∈ [0,1], some operational laws are described as follows (Xu, 2005) : are the left and right bounds of S ( ) , respectively. Then S ( ) is named an uncertain linguistic variable (Xu, 2004) . For computational convenience, let S ( ) be the set of all the uncertain linguistic variables corresponding to the linguistic label set S ( ) .
is defined as follows (Xu, 2005) :
where 2k − 1 is the cardinality value of ULLS S ( ) . Obviously,
, … , S ( ) ∈ S ( ) be a set of linguistic variables to aggregate and (w , w , … , w ) be the weighting vector, with 0 ≤ w ≤ 1 and ∑ w = 1, then the linguistic weighted arithmetic averaging (LWAA) operator is expressed as (Xu, 2008) :
This linguistic aggregation operator can compute with words (CW) directly, which will avoid the risk of loss of information.
Estimation of future uncertainty
The rationale of future uncertainty's estimation is constructed based on the idea of how well one may learn from the past experience, that is, how precisely one can model or learn from the past data may critically determine how precisely one may estimate or understand the future. Thus, we recommend to estimate the future uncertainty from the fitting imprecision of the forecasting model. For the forecasting technique, the Euclidean distance, which is a scalar quantity, is used as the primary yardstick to judge the goodness of fit of the model. For a given time t, the measure of discrepancy between the actual importance rating values (IR) and the fitted ones (IR ) for (CR i , i=1,..., n) is as follows:
Note that the sum of all the n IR values, for a given time t, is equal to 1. After computing the forecasting residual, the forecasted points along with their variances are transmitted to the ECs' priorities using Eq. (2) and (3). Since a linear combination of several normal random variables is also normal distributed, the forecasted EC's priorities, which are shown in the last two rows of Fig. 2 , can be regarded as several normally distributed processes with a mean value of μ and a standard deviation value of σ . Thus, the problem is now how one may prioritize or optimize those ECs with respect to their mean and standard deviation values.
The proposed methodology
The objective of the proposed methodology is to provide a systematic approach, which takes into account the decision maker's attitude towards risk, to deal with the dynamics of customer needs. A step-by-step procedure, starting from the construction of the DQFD until the prioritization stage is provided in Fig. 5 . The stochastic ordering reflects the preference of the decision maker on the QCs. In this paper, the stochastic ordering result is used as the basis for resource allocation in the sense that it restricts the amount of resources allocated among the QCs. To show how the stochastic dominance results can be applied in an optimization framework, a simple customer satisfaction optimization model is adopted (Levy, 1998) .
Fig. 5. The proposed methodology
The objective is to maximize the total customer satisfaction (Z) by optimizing the available resources, for example, the allocated cost for each EC with respect to its target value. The complete optimization model is given in Eqs. (9-13). The stochastic dominance result, namely, the stochastic ordering of the • using basic QFD steps, such as collecting customer needs using in depth interview or direct observation Due to linguistic variables (Wang & Xiong, 2011) • Determining the relative importance of CRs (Wang & Xiong, 2011) • Market competitive analysis (Li et al., 2010) Step 1: collect customer requirements and
Calculate the final importance of CRs.
• based on the proposed method (Wang & Xiong, 2011) , (Note that these IR values over time should be obtained from a specific segment of customer )
Step 2: Record the importance rating values for k periods, and consider as 'VOC dynamics'.
• If the forecasting residual, which is obtained from equation (7), follows a process which is normally, independently, identically distributed (NIID) with a zero mean value and a constant variance, then proceed to the next step. Otherwise, another forecasting technique is called for.
• (Raharjo & Brombacher, 2011) .
Step 3: Obtain the forecasted IR for each CR using the double exponential smoothing forecasting technique
Obtain future uncertainty, that is, the standard deviation of forecasting residual.
• by using linguistic variables (Wang & Xiong, 2011) Step 4: Translate the CRs into appropriate ECs and Fill relationship matrix
•(With respect to the relationship matrix elements obtained from the previous step)
Step 5: Creating the initial house of quality and simplify with the ECs rankings according to the effectiveness of their customer needs, from 1 to n, and calculate their score by subtracting the rank from the maximal rank n.
• using Eq. (5) and Eq. (6), respectively. (Raharjo et al., 2011) Step 6: Compute the mean and standard deviation of forecasted ECs' priorities
• These values will reveal those ECs that first-order stochastically dominate the others. The assumption here is the larger the value of the EC, the more important it becomes
Step 7: Check for first-order dominance using the mean and standard deviation of forecasted ECs' priorities.
• (Raharjo et al., 2011) .
Step 8: Stochastically order the ECs according to the dominance relationship result, and construct a resource allocation constraint based on the stochastic ordering.
ECs, is translated into Eq. (12). It is worth noting that the value of Z will only range from zero to one, with ''0" indicates total dissatisfaction and ''1" maximum total customer satisfaction.
0 ≤ X C ≤ 1, ⁄
where X the amount of resource/cost allocated to EC j ; C the cost required to increase EC j to its target value; B the amount of budget available for quality improvement; IR i,k+1 forecasted importance rating value of CR i ; SL minimum satisfaction level of CR i ; o order of dominance; δ the minimal difference of fulfillment between two corresponding ECs. The subscript r is used to allow various values for the difference between the two ECs.
An example
This section provides an example of how one may apply the proposed methodology by following the step-by-step procedure described. The example is based on a real-world case study of a QFD application in improving product quality Alternator sets in Poya Sanaat manufacturing company .This company produces Alternator sets and provides it for four of its customers ( = (1,2,3,4)). Input on proposed methodology is prioritizing customer requirements over time and house of quality of Alternator set, and the output is prioritized engineering characteristics. The optimization model is used, and the final output is the amount of resources or funds allocated to engineering characteristics. 8-step process is as follows:
The input of the methodology is the CRs' priority data over time and the HoQ of, and the output is the prioritized ECs. Then the final output is the amount of resources or budget allocated to ECj.
Step 1: The customer requirements were collected through one-on-one interview, and questionnaires. there are eight CRs (i = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) In order to demonstrate the proposed approach, suppose that customer representatives = (1,2,3,4) compare each pair of these CRs by using the following different ULLS: 
.
Furthermore, assume that CUST 1 , CUST 3 and CUST 4 construct the traditional linguistic pairwise comparison matrixes by using traditional unbalanced linguistic variables, while CUST 2 constructs uncertain linguistic pairwise comparison matrixes by using uncertain unbalanced linguistic variables. The original linguistic evaluations provided by the four customers are given as follows: The main competitors for the corporation Corp are identified with three corporations, denoted as Corp (s = 2,3,4). In order to understand the product market and its relative position in the market, we ask these 4 selected customers to provide the relative performance estimations for its own product and these three competitors' similar products in terms of these eight customer requirements using the 1-10 scale. According to these assessments, a corporation performance estimation matrix CPE = cpe × can be obtained by averaging the customers' assessment. Based on the available resource and the relative performances of the three corporations on these eight CRs, Corp can set improvement targets on each CR to better satisfy these CRs. After various considerations Corp decides the following performance estimation targets of these CRs using the same 1-10 scale (target column) and it can be used to calculate the relative improvement ir (Table 2) . Here CPR and improvement ratios are calculated (Li et al., 2010) . Based on the relative weights of CRs and above competitive analysis results Kano's categories for the customer requirements given in Table 3 , the final importance ratings of CRs can be computed (Wang & Xiong, 2011) Step 2: Record the CRs' priority values for k periods. Final importance ratings of CRs obtained from the first step are considered for the first period. Then, a pairwise comparison matrix of customer requirements are created from period 2 to period 9 based on the information available about the target company from 4 customer surveys with the linguistic variables and the importance of customer needs in these periods are obtained (Wang & Xiong, 2011) and they are registered as the dynamics of VOC. The results are in the first column of Table 3 . Step 3: Fit the importance rating data change over time using the double exponential smoothing forecasting technique. The actual CRs' priority data (IR values) for each CR for nine years are shown in the first block-column of Table 4 (Wang & Xiong, 2011) . The data which are shown next to the first block-column (Table 4) are the fitted data using the double exponential smoothing method. Table 5 shows the fitting error values which are expressed in terms of Euclidean distance, see formula (8). In the last row of Table 5 , the standard deviation of the forecasting residual ('StDev Ad '), which serves as the measure of future uncertainty, is provided for each IR (Raharjo & Brombacher, 2011) . Table 5 Fitting error values of all IR and standard deviation
Step 4: During interviews with four experts, EP l = (1,2,3,4), the requirements has been translated into the eight engineering characteristics EC j = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) . Table 6 shows details of the weight vector gathered from experts and we observe v = (.25, .25, .25, .25). As mentioned above, four product development experts EP l = (1,2,3,4) evaluate the relationship matrix by using positive or negative linguistic variables, which reflect the correlation among ECs indirectly (Wang, 2010) . Assume product development experts EP l = (1,2,3,4) give their judgments on the relationship between CRs and ECs using the following different ULLS: 2,3,4) , we use the method proposed by Wang and Xiong (2011) to aggregate the granularity-unified group decision-making information (Büyüközkan & Feyzioğlu, 2005) into the collective linguistic decision matrix R = R × , which also is the final relationship matrix between CRs and ECs ( Step 5: Create the initial house of quality by using elements of a linguistic relationship matrix and final importance of CRs which has been obtained in the period 9 and obtain priority ratings of Ecs (Fig. 6 Here, for convenience, there is a simplification. First according to the prioritizing of engineering characteristics, the five most important engineering characteristics are selected and continue working to be followed by five EC. Second, the engineering characteristics of each customer's estimated needs are ranked from 1 to 8 based on the value of  from S ( ) and then each of these ranks is deducted from maximum rank 8. Any engineering characteristic with low rank in estimating customer requirements is considered with the highest priority. Then the elements of the relationship matrix with the use of Eq. (1) Step 6: Compute the mean and standard deviation of forecasted ECs' priorities using Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), respectively. The resulting values, namely, the mean and the standard deviation of the forecasted ECs' priorities are shown in the DQFD (Fig. 8) . What is worth highlighting here is the use of the forecasted ECs' priorities, which are derived from the future needs of the customer, as a basis for optimizing the ECs.
Step 7: Check for first-order dominance using Fig. 8 . For normal distribution, it is well-known that if A~N(μ , σ ) and B~N(μ , σ ), then A will first order stochastically dominates B, or A ≻ ( ) B, if and only if μ > μ and σ = σ . Furthermore, A will second order stochastically dominate B, or A ≻ ( ) B, if and only if μ ≥ μ and σ ≤ σ . The overall dominance relationship is Step 8: Stochastically order the ECs according to the dominance relationship result, and construct a resource allocation constraint based on the stochastic ordering. The stochastic ordering result is
This simply says that all decision makers, who prefer more to less and are risk-averse, will agree with the stochastic ordering. Consequently, more resources and efforts should be allocated to those ECs that are more preferred. The optimization model described in Eqs. (9-13) is used for illustrating the proposed methodology. Suppose that there is an amount of $18 reserved for this year's quality improvement efforts in the department. This available budget should be properly allocated for the fulfillment of the ECs so that the future total customer satisfaction level will be maximized. According to the department's decision, the cost of improvement of each EC to achieve its maximum possible target value (best possible state), namely, the fulfillment cost (C ) is $7, $6, $6, $11, $9, for EC , EC , EC , EC , EC , respectively (variables X , X , X , X , X ). Then, for the sake of simplicity, the minimum satisfaction level for each CR (Xie et al., 2003) is assumed to be the same, that is, 50%, or SL = 0.5, ∀i = 1, … ,8. It is again assumed that there is no difference in the amount of EC fulfillment, thus δ = 0, ∀r = 1, … ,4. Note that the last value of the subscript r, that is, four (r=4), denotes the number of the stochastic dominance constraints used to represent the stochastic ordering result (see Eq. (12)). The complete formulation according to the total customer satisfaction optimization model in Eqs. (9-13) is as follows. The solution for the above optimization model is shown in Table 6 . An example of interpreting the result is as follows. An amount of $6.241 should be allocated to EC , which results in 69.34% fulfillment of its target value, while the amount of $1.023 should be allocated to EC . This solution is fully consistent with the stochastic (
since EC is the most preferred one, while EC is the least preferred. The total customer satisfaction that can be obtained from this solution is 8.7% (Z=8.7%). Now, suppose if the stochastic dominance constraints, are relaxed and the model is solved once again using the software (Hadar & Russell, 1974) . The purpose of this paper is to illustrate what would happen if one ignored the future uncertainty factor in the customer needs. The result is shown in Table 7 . In contrast to the previous result, the result, although having a slightly higher customer satisfaction value (Z=9.6%), is totally not in agreement with the stochastic ordering. For instance, EC , which is the least preferred one, has 53.55 % level of fulfillment while none of the resource is allocated to EC , which is much more preferred than EC . In sum, the optimization model results in an optimal policy to allocate the department yearly budget. The policy may be considered as 'optimal' not only because it has taken into account the resource limitation, but also because it could consider the future customer's needs along with their uncertainty. Another finding is that unless the future uncertainty factor, which is represented by the variance of the forecasting residual, in the CRs is taken into account, it is very likely that one might end up with a fallacious allocation policy with respect to the decision maker's attitude towards risk in the future needs. After optimizing the fulfillment of each EC, the QFD team may use the result for other subsequent downstream analysis.
Discussions

Selection of forecasting technique
There are at least two reasons on why the double exponential smoothing method is selected. First, it is suitable for the situation when there is only a limited amount of historical data. Second, it is relatively simple and time-efficient compared with other time series methods, especially for modeling the dynamics of priorities based on the proposed method using linguistic variables. It is possible that the double exponential smoothing method may end up with errors which would not follow a process which is normally, independently, identically distributed (NIID) with a zero mean value and a constant variance. In such case, other predicting techniques, such as multivariate time series technique, are called for. What is more important here is the fact that a proper and adequate forecasting technique will result in a process which is normally, independently, identically distributed (NIID) with a zero mean value and a constant variance, of which variance is proposed as the measure of future uncertainty of the forecasted points.
Conclusions
The aim of this paper was to propose a novel systematic methodology to deal with the customer needs' dynamics in QFD. Specifically, the contribution of this work can be summarized into four points. First, it applied the linguistic variables to get preferences of customers and experts to detect the relative importance of customer requirements (CRs) and relationships between customer requirements and engineering characteristics (ECs). Second, it also proposed the use of a forecasting technique. Third, it described more comprehensively on how future uncertainty in the weights of customer needs could be estimated and transmitted into the design attributes. Fourth, it proposed an application of a quantitative approach, which takes into account the decision maker's attitude towards risk to optimize the QFD decision making analysis. The proposed methodology placed a heavy emphasis on monitoring and following the change of customer's preference over time. It is because a timely update of customer information may provide useful feedback for the company to react differently and continuously over time as to formulate strategies or to upgrade its products or services to meet the changing needs of its customer.
From a methodological standpoint, there are three areas, which might be worth investigating for future work. First, it might be interesting to investigate the dynamics of other HoQ's elements apart from the VOC. Second, it is a further investigation on how one may deal with the condition where there is a new customer need (VOC) or exclusion of an old one as the passage of time. Third, in the use of stochastic dominance approach in QFD, how one may know precisely the percentage of the resources to be allocated in the stochastically-ordered ECs remains a challenging issue to be addressed. Furthermore, if the QFD team has a risk seeking attitude, the proposed stochastic dominance approach may no longer apply. From a practical standpoint, a worth noting aspect is the difference between the real rate of change of customer preference and the observation period, that is, how often the data should be collected. For example, it would be of little value if the customer needs' information is collected monthly, while the real change rate were on yearly basis. Finally, more realworld applications of the proposed methodology would certainly be of great value to showcase the usefulness of the dynamic QFD in practice.
